INTRODUCTION

M
ode 01 concrete segmental bridges were made possible as a result of postwar developments in post-tensioning systems and materials technology. This was spurred on by the need for much reconstruction and new infrastructure in Europe following World War 11. After some initial development in J urope, these systems were introduced into North America in the '60s and '70s and have now become quite commonplace.
Early post-tensioned concrete segmental bridges were cast-in-place in cantilever using traveling formwork with spans of up to 400 ft (122 m.). This remains the preferred method for large spans such as the Houston Ship Channel [at 750 ft (229 in)] and the planned concrete alternate for the Acosta Bridge in Jacksonville [at 630 ft (192 m)1.
Precast segmental bridges were a natural development for efficiency, standardized mass production, speed of erection, the elimination of expensive formwork in deep valleys and over navigable waterways and, particularly, to afford solutions for restricted constrnction access in congested urban or environmentall y sensitive areas. The most notable example of the latter is the Linn Cove Viaduct' on Grandfather 17ountain in North Carolina. This bridge was constructed entirely From the top, including piers and foundations, in order to preserve the delicate environment of this scenic region. It is the "precast type of segmental bridge that has found many applications in Florida over the last 10 years. So far, 31 major structures have been built, including the Sunshine Skyway Bridge.
PRECAST SEGMENTAL BRIDGES
Precast segmental bridges are so called because they are made of individual precast units or "segments" carefully manufactured in a precast concrete plant, either on or off the site. The segments are later erected and secured together by longitudinal post-tensioning to form each span or cantilever.
They fall into the following general categories according to their method of construction:
(a) Span-by-Span -Where all the segments of'one span between piers are erected on a special supporting truss or gantry and are longitudinally post-tensioned together after making small cast-in-place closure joints at one or both ends next to the pier segments. Examples include the Long Key and Seven Mile Bridges in the Florida Keys (Figs. 1 and 2) 2.3 and the high level approaches to the new Sunshine Skyway Bridge over '1 ampa Bay.'.s (h) Balanced Cantilever -Where segments are erected sequentially in cantilever on each side of an initial segment placed on top of the pier. Stability is provided by a temporary tower or other support near the permanent pier. Cantilevers are joined by cast-in-place closures at niidspan. There are many examples of this throughout the state, including Ramp I at the Florida "l urnpike/1-75 Interchange (Fig. 3) . 8 (c) Progressive Cantilever -Where segments are erected in cantilever in one direction, starting at one end of the bridge and progressing overall the piers in sequence. Additional intermediate temporary piers or towers with cable stays are needed to facilitate construction in cantilever from one pier to the next. Examples include the Linn Cove Viaduct in North Carolina and the Fon- tenoy Bridge in France. 7 In all these systems, the precast segments are usually made in a special form or "casting cell" where a new segment is cast against its older neighbor to achieve a perfectly mating or "snatch cast" joint. To date, only the "short line" or "single cell" casting machine has been used (as opposed to the "long line bed" system) in Florida. In the long line bed system, the entire soffit of the bridge is laid out in the casting yard and each segment is made in turn in its proper place.
When erected in the bridge, the joints between segments are coated with epoxy to fill any surface imperfections and provide a tightly bedded joint. This also helps to seal and protect internal post-tensioning tendons. Because external post-tensioning tendons were used in the first span-by-span bridges in the Florida Keys, the segments were not jointed with epoxy but were left dry. However, all subsequent structures, inchiding the similar span-by-span approaches to the Skyway, have epoxy filled joints between segments.
Temporary post-tensioning bars are used to secure each segment tightly to its neighbor prior to installing and stressing the permanent longitudinal post-tensioning tendons which provide the structural capacity and continuity of the superstructure. Schematic illustrations of typical span-by-span and balanced cantilever construction are shown iii Figs. 4 through 8.
Other types of bridge construction systems are sometimes referred to as "segmental." These include:
• Incremental launching • Partial precast and cast-in-place cousin iction • Post-tensioned segmental I-girders • Cast-in-place post-tensioned bridges • Precast wet joint segmental These systems share many common features, especially post-tensioning and special erection systems of falsework, towers or travelers, etc. However, they are different in techniques from precast segmental bridges and, with the exception of post-tensioned I-girders, have found few applications in Florida. Ifl nsr I ii/ 1 mldspan closure ) continuity P.T. top and btm. 
FLORIDA'S SEGMENTAL BRIDGES
The Long Key Bridge was the first precast segmental bridge constructed in Florida; since then, a total of 31 bridges have been built, including the cable stayed Sunshine Skyway Bridge over Tampa Bay (Fig. 9) . Several more have been and are being designed. (The Sunshine Skyway is an exceptional structure in its own right and will not be discussed in detail here. However, certain information and experience from the Skyway project have been incorporated -particularly that which pertains to the high level span-by-span approaches which are typical of other segmental, rather than cable stayed, construction. Also, the Sunshine Skyway main span unit incorporates balanced cantilever spans of 240 ft (73 m) on either side of the cable stayed sections. This is a somewhat unique application which would not necessarily reflect costs or other data typical of a normal cantilever of this span.j Generally, Florida's segmental bridges are either span-by-span or balanced cantilever. Typical features are highlighted in Table 1 . In general, span-by-span construction has been used only on straight structures, over water with spans between 118 and 143 ft (36 and 44 m). For larger spans up to 225 ft (69 m) and especially for curved interchange viaducts on land sites, balanced cantilever has been used.
Substructure and foundation types follow a similar trend, with lighter precast and cast-in-place substructures in span-by-span applications, as opposed to more massive cast-in-place substructures required by balanced cantilever construction. The difference arises from the span lengths and the fact that cantilever construction usually requires significant out-of-balance erection effects be carried into the foundations. There is no out-of-balance effect with span-by-span construction, so the foundation loads and moments are much less. Also, frequent economic use has been made of drilled shafts in most of the span-by-span structures as opposed to more commonl y used driven piles. Although partly dictated by site and ground conditions, either foundation system could have been used. This also reflects the different philosophies of designers.
STRUCTURAL PARAMETRICS
Structural economy in materials and efficiency has been achieved in segmental construction from the fundamental principle of continuity in superstructures as opposed to traditional simple span girders. Continuity permits a general reduction in structural dead load with savings in substructures and foundations, particularly in span-byspan systems.
The use of continuous construction as a means to structural efficiency and economy is also applied in other structural systems such as steel plate and box girders and the newly developed Florida bulb tee precast post-tensioned girder system, recently introduced on the Eau Galliee and Howard Frankland Bridges, Including the Skyway approaches, five span-by-span structures, totaling over 2,600,000 sq ft (241,000 i2) of bridge deck, have been built. Twenty-six balanced cantilever bridges, representing another 1,400,000 sq ft (130,000 m2), have been built. These were built using 7500 precast deck segments and several hundred precast pier segments (Tables  2, 3 and 4) . When used, transverse posttensioning averages 0.70 psf (3.42 kg/rn 2 ). Longitudinal post-tensioning ranges from 1.5 to 2.8 psf (7.3 to 13.7 kghn2). This is primarily a function of After mobil bait iou.cei ieanrir i g period. the span lengths but also reflects a little more conservatism in later structures. In balanced cantilever construction, the segment widths are typically around 42 ft 9 in. (13.03 m) at the top slab for single boxes with two lanes, shoulders and barriers, and up to 2 x 28 ft (2 x 6.56 m) for twin boxes in wider bridges (Fig.  4) . Segment weights range from 25 to 98 tons (23 to 89 tonnes) but are typically 50 to 60 tons (45 to 55 tonnes). Equivalent solid concrete deck thicknesses range from 1.56 to 2.04 ft (475 to 622 mm), although this does not necessarily match spans which range from 120 to 225 ft (36.6 to 68.6 in).
Reinforcing bar steel varies from 8.4 to 18.0 psf (41.1 to 88.0 kg/rn s ) with a typical range from 9 to 14 psf (44.0 to 68.5 kglm 2 ). Transverse post-tensioning typically averages about 0.85 psf (4.2 kg/m 2)• Longitudinal post-tensioning amounts vary from 3.6 to 5.5 psf (17.6 to 26.9 kg/m 2 ). The variations in reinlorc-ing bar and post-tensioning quantities reflect both structural requirements for the spans and more conservatism in the FDOT design criteria of 1984. Also, some structural depths were restricted by highway clearances dictating less eff icient sections, thus requiring high reinforcing bar and post-tensioning content.
A review of substructure data shows clearly how much lighter substructures are in general for span-by-span as opposed to cantilever construction -for reasons discussed in Section 3. Compare, for example, the average ratio of solid substructure to spanned void volnines ibr span-by-span at about 0.94 percent and cantilever construction at about 2.0 percent, i.e., almost a 1:2 variation.
Vertically post-tensioned substructures have only been used on precast box piers to date, for the Seven Mile (Fig. 10) , Channel Five and Skyway Bridges. These are typically efficient, high level span-by-span strictures,
CASTING YARD OPERATIONS
On all projects but one, the prime contractor elected to produce the segments himself by establishing a precast yard at or near the site. In only one case, that of the Seven Mile Bridge, was the prime contractor already in the precast business. This contractor had his own production facilities in Tampa Bay, from where the segments were barged to the Florida Keys.
Casting facilities have been geared to the overall size of the project and contract period on an anticipated peak production rate of one typical segment per day per casting cell and one pier or abutment type segment every 2 or 3 days, In general, these rates have been achieved.
The normal complement of casting machines was two to four cells for typical segments and one for pier segments (Fig. 11) . The expansion joint, abutment or other nonstandard segments were usuall y made by adapting a typical casting cell with wooden bulkheads or similar formwork.
Generally, it would require about 3 to 4 months to establish the casting yard facilities. This was followed by a few weeks of learning by the crews and modifications and improvement to the facilities until a consistent production rate was achieved.
It should be emphasized that projects have run considerably smoother where the contractor engaged experienced personnel or sought advice in the planning and acquisition of his casting facilities. Also, this was especially true when good quality forms were used.
Concrete has been produced by batch plants at the casting yard and/or delivered by truck, depending upon availability and prices in the locality. Segments have rarely, if ever, been lost clue to failure of concrete production and delivery.
Travel lifts have been most efficient for handling segments in the casting yard. Segments have been lifted either by special frames attached by thread bars through the top slab, C-frames, or
REJECTED
Experience shows that success in segmental bridge construction depends almost entirely upon the casting operations.
Attention to workable and constructible details, good planning of casting work, and quality workmanship pay dividends. This is illustrated in Table 5 , which lists rejected segments and suM- 
ERECTION OPERATIONS
Various erection systems have been used in Florida (Table 6 ). These have fallen into the broad categories of ground lased crane for cantilever erection at interchange sites and truss or gantry for span-by-span erection over water. The latter was the first method introduced with the construction of the Keys Bridges. An underslung truss was used fir Long Key, Niles Channel and Channel Five, and an overhead gantry for Seven Mile (Fig. 13 ).
This technique was subsequently used for the Skywa y approaches. Since all cantilever structures except the main span unit of the Skyway have been over land, regular cranes have been the most suitable. The balanced cantilevers of the Skyway main span unit were erected by beam and winch devices with stability being provided by steel girders spanning to the previously erected structure. These devices were also used for the main span segment erection (Fig. 14) . An incidental use of the beam and winch system was required on the 175/ 1595 Phase 2 project to erect some segments underneath an existing higher level bridge.
Rates of erection have been geared to the project size and contract duration. After a few weeks of learning period, span-by-span construction typically ran at three spans per week and in some cases, at Long Key and Seven Mile, achieved one span per day, i.e., up to five spans in one week. Balanced cantilever erection rates have varied widely. On at least two projects, Ranip I and US 441/I595, the rate of erection was not so critical to overall completion and it proceeded well, on time and with very few minor complications. Other cantilever projects encountered slow learning periods and difficulties through poorly aligned post-tensioning ducts, geometric alignment control, etc. However, on more recent projects, such difficulties were avoided and erection progressed rapidly, particularly at the US 441/1595 and I75/ 1595 Phase 2 interchanges.
The former project involves two very long curved segmental cantilever viaducts and is approximately 6 months ahead of schedule (Fig. 15) . On the latter project, which involves nine similar segmental bridges, the contractor achieved a substantial incentive bonus for opening a section ahead of schedule. At the time oIthis writing, he is likely to finish the entire interchange 9 months ahead of schedule,
SOME TYPICAL PROBLEMS
The following problems have been encountered to some extent at various times. Fortunately, their recurrence is far less likely today. While the following problems are cited, it must he remembered that they are not exclusive to segmental construction, Many of these (and other) problems occur in other types of construction. In the construction industry as a whole, problems are not unusual and they are routinely resolved.
Honeycombing -This occasionally occurred in web walls and congested reinforcing bar zones but was usually cosmetic and easily repaired by cutting back to sound concrete and filling with high strength, nonshrink, cement mortar or fine aggregate concrete. Only on rare occasions was it so severe as to require engineering analysis and/or total rejection of the segment.
Damaged shear keys -Occasional damage or loss of whole keys might occur during stripping or handling. Usually, this happened with new crews early in the projects, and it was avoided by taking more care. In the Keys Bridges, the loss of two or three shear ke ys was determined not to be detrimental to erection and they were repaired by dry packing after erection but before post-tensioning.
Top riding surface finish -A fairly good riding surface was achieved in all the Keys Bridges as a result of accurate workmanship in finishing the top surface in the casting yard. However, some subsequent cantilever bridges had lesser quality and required grinding. The poor quality surface was due to improper attention to finishing work in the casting cell. A good quality riding surface has been achieved on both the major projects nearing completion at US4411I595 and at 175/1595 Phase 2. A rotary screed (Fig. 16 ) was used at the former project and a straight vibratory screed at the latter project (Fig, 17) , In both cases, the screed was followed by the use of a straightedge and a light application of bull floats. Skilled concrete gangs were employed on both of these projects.
Concrete materials -Generally, these have been satisfactory and there have been no more problems with quality control than with other methods of construction.
Misaligned post-tensioning ducts -P r o b l e m s w i t h m i s a l i g n m e n t s h a v e n o t arisen in span-by-span construction using external tendons passing through deviation saddles and anchor zones. There have been some problems in cantilever construction which caused excessive friction and consequentl y, reduced elongations or, in the worst cases, wire breakage. These were attributed to: -Inadequate duct supports, stiffeners and seals -Inaccurate placement of ducts -Trapping ducts between reinforcing bars -Damage from concrete placement and consolidation -Detailing too tight Blocked post-tensioning ductsThese were clue to either inadequate seals against cement grout during concreting or from crossflow of posttensioning grout after stressing. (Both are avoidable with care and attention to workmanship.)
Handling -In the Keys, a few box pier segments were lost when a lifting cable failed and one segment fell on others in storage in the casting yard. A main span segment of the Skyway was lost due to a failure of the gantry.
Stacking and storage -Improper double stacking of a pair of segments for Seven Mile caused cracking and the rejection of one of them. The problem was caused by uneven settlement. Current practice permits double stacking under controlled conditions using a three point support, two tinder one web and one in the center of the other web. An analysis of the loaded segment must show acceptable stresses.
Cracking -Occasionally cracking has occurred due to curing temperatures or shrinkage. Cracks of a structural type have sometimes occurred for which there was usually an explanation. For example: -Spalls due to concentrated local post-tensioning effect from anchorages -Flexural cracks due to inadequate bond on epoxy coated reintorcing bars Epoxy coated reinforcing bars -T h e s e h a v e e x h i b i t e d a n i n a b i l i t y to bond to concrete and control shrinkage and flexural strains between the reinforcing bars and the concrete. (Evidence for this comes from field experience and observations on various structures, some being segmental bridges since epoxy bars were first used in these. This also involves questions about the adequacy of the corrosion protection, which is still under investigation by the Department of Transportation and beyond the scope of this paper.)
Alignment and cambers -There have been no difficulties with alignments and cambers in span-by-span construction. Horizontal and vertical alignment errors were encountered, but satisfactorily resolved, in some cantilever construction. On one occasion the contractor made the last two closures out of sequence, resulting in a cusp in the vertical profile.
Weak forms -Some forms could not withstand concreting operations and gave way at joints, causing voids and other problems. This was cause for rejecting several segments on one project and the problem was solved only by strengthening the forms. Forms must be robust and able to withstand concrete pressures and much abuse; joints should be good with reliable, tight seals. Weak, flexible forms result in cement paste leakage, honeycombing, bulging and general loss of tolerance.
Slippage of post-tensioning wedges -This has occurred occasionally with some systems. it has been readily rectified by using different wedges and/or changing the post-tensioning jacks.
Detailing -Many difficulties have arisen from inadequate allowances for reinforcing bar sizes, bending and placement of tolerances, conflicts between reinforcing bars and post-tensioning ducts, and so on. These come from many sources relating to basic design detailing, shop drawing preparation, reviews, and general coordination or lack thereof.
As a general observation, many of the above-mentioned problems have also been encountered in other types of constrtiction. Examples include honeycombing, misaligned and blocked post-tensioning ducts, miscellaneous cracking, excessive camber growth, post-tensioning wedge slippage, inadequate tolerances, sweep and warp in girders, etc.
These and similar problems are a fact of life in all types of construction and will continue to be dealt with as a matter of routine. Experience shows that a "problem" becomes much more severe if individuals and organizations are not adequately prepared and experienced to resolve the particular problem as soon as it arises.
By their nature, segmental bridges involve tile use of precast concrete and post-tensioning operations. Consequently, problems like those described here can be anticipated and -by care and forethought -avoided.
TIME
The initial introduction of segmental construction with the span-by-span systems in the Florida Keys achieved some quite remarkable rates of progress and span erection. Reports were common of two, three and occasionally more spans being erected in one week using this method. The factory-style quality control of the precasting also paid off in the quality of the final riding surface.
Introduction of the cantilever type of structure brought some unfortunate time delays with some of the first projects constructed. These delays arose primarily out of problems due to workmanship, inadequate equipment and lack of at- (Figs. 18 and 19) . In both cases, an experienced contractor used welltrained crews under proper supervision. The design and shop drawing reviews were also done under experienced groups.
The net result was a considerable improvement in all respects. There were very few problems of the sort which troubled previous cantilever segmental projects. A summary of construction times and comments is presented in Table 7 . In general, projects ran better with experienced contractors and supervision groups.
Shop drawing preparation and reviews influenced time on some segmental projects, Improvements have been made in the whole process for more recent projects. Consideration is being given to future changes aimed at simplifying and reducing much repeated effort, especially for individual segment drawings.
COSTS
Contract dates and total project and bridge bid costs are shown in Table 8 . A detailed breakdown of average unit costs and square foot prices, corrected for inflation to 1987, are given in Table  9 . For the data available and within the vagaries of inflation, segmental bridges average $44 to $52 per sq ft (8474 to $560 per sq m) at 1987 prices.
It is interesting that on two recent interchange projects, which included bridge alternates in segmental concrete and steel, namely the I95/1595 Interchange and South Fork New River projects, the segmental bridges were lower in price than the steel. 'These projects were large and bridge construction amounted to only one-third of each total project. The bridges were built in steel because of the influence on the total hid of the remaining two-thirds of each project, which involved considerable roadway, retaining wall, embankment and complex utility work, etc. Incidentally, the traffic and construction plan for the steel alternate of the 195/I595 project has largely been worked to that devised for the segmental alternate.
All costs presented here are based on bid prices. There have been exceptional circumstances on a few projects, where additional costs have been incurred for correcting problems above and beyond the routine normally encountered with segmental or post-tensioned concrete construction. These relate to questions of detail, corrosion protection and materials, and to general design, construction and specification issues. They do not relate to segmental construction as a method for designing and building bridges.
On this basis, it is fair to compare costs with other types of construction and to note that on recent projects, segmental construction has been very competitive and most successful.
For comparison purposes, costs from a recent survey of 75 bridges built over 3 years up to fiscal year 1986-87 are summarized in Table 10 . The averages in this table have not been corrected far inflation to 1987, so may be a few percent low. Nevertheless, it is clear that segmental bridges are competitive considering they are generally used for longer, more costly, spans and particularly on curved viaducts.
ADMINISTRATION PROCESSES --DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION AND SHOP DRAWINGS
The following section discusses some of the problems encountered within the segmental industry as a whole and offers recommendations for future improvements, It is based upon the author's experience on many segmental projects over the last 12 years and represents his own views which are not necessarily those of the Florida Department of Transportation, its agents, or any other organization. These ideas and proposals are intended to promote discussion, thereby leading to a better understanding and general improvement in this area.
Current Practice
The practice to date has been for contract documents to require and for contractors to produce many (often hundreds) shop drawings detailing each and every precast segment. The production, submittal, review and correction of shop drawings is an awesome burden for the contractor, designer and client. It invariably leads to delays, differences of opinion, professional posturing and claims. All this is quite unnecessary and serves no good purpose, The time has come to overhaul the shop drawing process as it relates to precast segmental bridges. But this involves more than shop drawings. It is necessary to start at the very beginning, clearly establishing:
1. 
Recommendations for Improvement
The author believes that a major improvement would be possible in precast segmental work by adopting some or all of the fol lowing: with the Contract specifications. The emphasis in these should be upon constructibility for the convenience and benefit of the Contractor and Client. It should be apparent that, if they are properly included in the design plans, then the need for shop drawings repeating and redetailing much of this information is greatly reduced. Ideally, it should be possible to build a structure from the design plans with the exception of only a few items (as listed in the next section). In practice, there will always be a need for some flexibility in construction techniques which require minor adjustments to the design details.
Design Plans
It is the author's view that these procedures place little additional work upon the Designer. It is more a case of asking the Designer to organize his plans and produce details which comply with normal industry construction practice. In effect, this is also asking detailers (and for that matter, design engineers) to pay attention to practical detailing! It might require a little more effort in the future than in the past, but it will avoid the need for the Contractor to duplicate and then carry to completion that which was previously produced in large part by the Designer.
Shop Drawings
C,i-,-en the above re-emphasis on constructible design plans, shop drawings should now be required only for:
1 quoting the sequence of operations in great detail for the erection of each segment, stressin g of each temporary and permanent tendon, movement of equipment and introduction or removal of supports and devices, etc. This manual is drawn up for the benefit of the field erection and construction supervision personnel and should he reviewed and approved by the Engineer for compliance with the intent of the design. 11. Casting curves. Oily if the casting and erection operations differ significantly (the Designer should quote some allowable time and load variations in the plans) from the design should the Contractor he required to reanal y ze the structure according to his own sequences, methods and timings in order to devise his own values of deflections. In all other cases, the casting curves should be produced from the deflections quoted on the plans. The Contractor should include his casting curves in or with his geometry control manual.
Comments
The above suggestions lar improvements to "administration processes" would require the mutual cooperation of all sides of the industry: clients, states, the Federal Highway Administration, consultants, contractors, etc., and would probably he best pursued through the auspices of recognized professional and industrial organizations_
The Florida Department of Transportation has found benefits to other areas of operations and to other types of structures, not just segmental, through pursuing these kinds of improvements.
ACTIONS BY THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Since the introduction of the first segmental bridges, the FDOT has gained considerable experience and has taken many positive steps toward improving its own operations and this field, For example, it has:
Introduced "Designer Services
Durih g Construction" on all major bridge projects, regardless of type, in order to have immediate assistance available on any design related issues which may arise during the course of the project in addition to the needs of normal shop drawing reviews. 4. Tightened qualifications required of the Designer, the Construction Engineering and Inspection Agency and the Contractor, 5. Published a "Guide to the Construction of Segmental Bridges" (1987) for use by construction engineering and inspection personnel. An improved version is being, prepared which separates the guide into "segmental" and "post-tensioning" manuals, the latter covering all types of posttensioning construction. 6. Gained "hands-on" training for FDOT field engineers and inspection staff.
Prepared a "Structures Detailing
Manual" for all bridge types. 8. Developed a "generic" segmental specification (unfinished). 9. Introduced a generic technical scope of services for "constrt.iction engineering and inspection" fir all types of structures. 1{) . Written a three-dimensional geometry control desktop computer program for the casting control of precast segmental bridges. (This is based upon the authors own work originally undertaken for checking the geometry control of the Linn Cove Viaduct.) 11. Also, the Department's own design and construction consultants have gained experience. Many of these items were also of benefit in other areas, for example, in post-tensioned structures of all types and administrative procedures. 
BENEFITS OF SEGMENTAL BRIDGES
Much of the foregoing has concentrated on the problems and areas in need of improvement, overlooking the henefits of segmental construction.
The benefits include: 1. Precast production off site under factory-controlled conditions. 2. Concurrent production on and off site, i.e., substructure and foundation construction proceeds concurrently with segment manufacturing. 3. Rapid erection systems. 4. Overhead construction; may avoid obstacles, which is particularly valuable in congested urban areas and sensitive environments. 5. Preserves the environment, 6. Avoids extensive falsework. 7. Requires minimal onsite formwork and cast-in-place work. 8. Affords great flexibility in constnictfon operations. This is valuable for maintenance of traffic on large urban interchanges and other congested areas. 9. Bridge construction is placed off the critical path. 10. Competitive concrete construetion (especially in Florida). 11. Efficient for large span concrete structures. 12. The traditional segmental box is torsionally rigid which makes it ideal for curved bridges. 13. Substructures require less space than "conventional" beam construction, especially with high skew crossings. This offers great advantages in restricted locations. 14. Aesthetically attractive. For more detailed information on the design and construction of segmental bridges, the reader should refer to specialist literature 7' ''°6
SUMMARY
Over the last 10 years, Florida has been a leading state in the design and construction of precast segmental bridges. With the exception of the main span portion of the New Sunshine Skyway cable stayed bridge (Fig. 20) , these precast segmental bridges mostly fall into two groups: either straight spanby-span over water or curved balanced cantilever viaducts at major interchanges. The spans involved generally range from 100 ft (30 m) to well over 200 ft (60 m), covering the intermediate span range beyond the limits of normal precast girder construction.
Span-by-span structures have not yet exceeded 143 ft (43.6 m). Recently, the new bulb tee was successful against the span-by-span segmental alternate for the Howard Frankland Bridge by a margin of about 3 percent. This initial result indicates competition in the shorter span ranges. However, in excess of this span length and on curved viaducts, segmental cantilever and steel are likely to remain more effective. Balanced cantilever bridges have been successful in interchange applications, especially because they can readily accommodate the varying alignments and span lengths typical of such locations.
Substructures are typically lighter by half for span-by-span compared to balanced cantilever structures. This is because of the basic difference in construction methods; most span-by-span structures have been founded on drilled shafts, whereas most cantilever structures are founded on driven piles. This reflects design philosophies as much as construction methods and geological conditions, It should be noted that span-by-span construction affords more opportunity to standardize pier shafts and so develop very efficient systems. In cantilever construction, piers tend to vary more in height and construction load requirements and each pier tends to he unique.
Contractors elected to use single cell casting machines, and most preferred to establish their own precast yards. All casting operations went through a period of mobilization, usually 3 to 4 months, followed by several weeks of learning before production reached a sustained rate of one segment per cell per day. Most operations achieved this rate. Casting operations were geared to the size and duration of the project, most being a completely new operation writing off the cost of the forms and yard on the job. Generally, robust equipment and forms saved time and money despite the higher initial outlay.
Erection operations for span-by-span bridges were either by truss or gantry. Balanced cantilevers were generally erected by cranes standing on the ground. All projects experienced a learning period of a few weeks or spans before achieving a sustained erection rate. Typically, span-by-span constriction proceeded at three spans per week and balanced cantilever at four segments per day per cantilever. Higher rates were achieved occasionally.
Problems in segmental construction generally center upon attention to detail and quality of workmanship. The most significant factor, perhaps, is the ability to readily assemble the reinforcing bar cage and post-tensioning ducts without conflicts or misplacements and then ensuring that all the reinforcement in the ducts and other embedments remain in place during concreting. Misplaced and blocked post-tensioning ducts prevent successful construction. Attention to good workmanship and inspection pays dividends. Special care is needed in concrete placement, consolidation and finishing to ensure a good qualit y segment.
Successful erection depends almost entirely upon the quality of the segments. These problems are not just peculiar to segmental bridges; they have also occurred in other precast, post-tensioned AASHTO and hulk tee beam construction. As experience grows within the industry and the profession, such problems are less frequent. However, there is a need to educate and inform designers and detailers about practical constructible details and to enforce good workmanship through education and specifications.
There is also a need to address (nationwide) administration processes related to design, shop drawings, inspection and construction practices since much wasted effort has been involved. The author considers that much improvement is possible by the adoption of appropriate standards and practices. Such measures will make the entire administrative process more efficient.
CONCLUSIONS
Experience in Florida has shown that it is possible to complete segmental structures on time and ahead of schedule. Of the 11 major projects containing 31 bridges so far constructed, eight projects went well in casting and erection, and three others were delayed for a variety of reasons, mostly connected with inexperience. The latest projects are proceeding very well and will be completed ahead of schedule.
Segmental construction has successfully demonstrated its competitiveness in Florida against other alternates. For the span ranges and applications involved, it is likely to remain competitive for the foreseeable future.
While it is always possible to make improvements, Florida's experiences and successes clearly demonstrate that the learning and development phase has passed and that segmental technology has a place in the future of bridge engineering.
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APPENDIX
A more detailed breakdown of the information summarized in Tables 1  through 9 is provided in Tables Al  through A9 . 
quivalent wdid concrete thickness of superstructure.
Metric (Si/conversion factors: 3.'38 ft -1 in; 1 ton (U,S,) = 0.91 ton ee;1 psf -4.89 kg/inns. 
